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As described in Myler (2014), causative have constructions can receive two different interpretations: the engineer 
interpretation (Mary had John cook dinner) and the cause interpretation (The chef’s absence had John cooking dinner). 
The former involves deliberate planning on the subject’s part while the latter simply involves causally related 
eventualities. Myler argues that these two interpretations arise from distinct flavors of Voice: one that assigns the 
subject a novel ENGINEER theta role for the engineer interpretation and one that assigns a HOLDER theta role for 
the cause interpretation. In this talk, I present novel evidence in favor of an ambiguity analysis by focusing on the 
different semantic properties associated with each interpretation. In particular, it is observed that both interpretations 
interact differently with disjunction. A sentence like, Alex had John or Mary cook dinner, gives rise to two different 
readings: one conveying ignorance concerning who cooked dinner (John or Mary) and another conveying that Alex 
provided a cooking choice between John and Mary (i.e. a free choice reading). In contrast, a sentence like, The chef’s 
absence had John or Mary cooking dinner, only gives rise to a reading conveying ignorance. I also argue for an 
analysis where each interpretation involves a different Voice head: one Voice head, corresponding to the engineer 
interpretation, introduces a quantificational meaning — a modal operator — that interacts scopally with disjunction 
whereas the other, corresponding to the cause interpretation, doesn’t. This approach provides a more transparent 
characterization of the two interpretations which doesn’t rely on theta-roles as primitives. Instead, I explain how the 
external argument relates to have’s complement in each interpretation: through agent-oriented modality in the engineer 
interpretation and through cause-and-effect in the cause interpretation. As a result, the different causal semantics are 
what give rise to the observed differences between the two interpretations. 
 


